
ProFusion Systems



Like a moment of peace and quiet in the middle of a 

chaotic afternoon, the smooth richness, deep coffee

aroma and color of a Crysalli iN2-DD2P nitro coffee drink 

will take you to another place. Everyone can use those 

minutes in time to relax and escape into the ideal 

beverage, cold brew coffee, nitro coffee or nitro infused 

tea. Enjoy the moment, enjoy the break, and enjoy your 

nitro infused beverage from the Crysalli Beverage 

Systems iN2-DD2P.

iN2-DD2P

Follow this code 
to view technical 
specifications for 
the ProFusion line

The iN2-DD2P comes as a complete, 
ready to use system



iN2-TK2P
Business is booming, customers are
flocking to your doors and looking
for that unique experience that only your
restaurant can provide. How do you
elevate this experience to the next level?
How do you get your customers to swoon 
all over again about the uniqueness
that is your establishment and you? 

Add Crysalli Beverage Systems iN2-TK2P 
nitro injection device to your existing 
piece of back bar equipment and begin 
exploring the world of cold brew coffees, 
nitro infused drinks and unique beverage 
offerings that will get your customers 
talking…again!



Plato once said…necessity is the mother 
of invention. At Crysalli Beverage 
Systems we took that one step further 
and added that inspiration along with 
necessity is the mother of invention. 
Inspired by the desire to create the best 
beverage experience possible when it 
comes to cold brew coffee, nitro brew 
coffee and other nitro infused drinks, we 
created the iN2 series of nitro injecting 
equipment. The necessity to have this in 
a more compact, countertop application 
inspired us to take this to another level, 
so we created the Crysalli Beverage 
Systems CR-1-iN2 countertop nitro 
injecting beverage dispenser. 

Fresh brewed and flash chilled, the 
CR-1-iN2 eliminates the need for storing 
bulky kegs in your walk-ins. 

CR-1-iN2

Now you know what inspires Crysalli,
so the question is, “How will Crysalli 
inspire you?”



Crysalli Beverage Systems
1739 Sabre Street
Hayward,  CA 94545
www.crysalli.com
510.732.0100


